Internship - Solution Delivery
McKinsey New Ventures
Louvain-La-Neuve

Our world is at an inflection point, with technology and data exponentially transforming our clients,
our profession, and society at large. At New Ventures, we harness these disruptive forces to
accelerate innovation for our clients and our firm. We’ve built more than 85 solutions that combine
technology, data, advanced analytics, and subject-matter expertise to help our clients address
their most critical strategic priorities. These assets are helping us to deliver impact for our clients
quicker than ever and to sustain it for the long term.

YOUR EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS
• You are currently in your last year of Bachelor or studying towards
a Master's degree

YOUR ROLE

• Your field of study is computer sciences, cyber security, business
and management, mathematics, physics, statistics or a related field

Through your project-based work and
collaboration with various colleagues in
an international environment, you’ll deal
with new intellectual challenges daily.

• You have a passion for technology and want to join a successful
start-up within McKinsey and work with international teams
• You can demonstrate entrepreneurship and passion via on campus
related activities or extracurricular involvements
•

You work well in teams and possess great communication skills

• You are curious and willing to join passionate teams who are
at the core of McKinsey's innovation
•

You are fluent in English

•

You are interested in a 6 month internship minimum, on a full time basis

THE TEAM YOU’LL JOIN
You'll join our Wave team in Louvain-La-Neuve and will be part of their
global Solution Delivery team. McKinsey New Ventures fosters innovation
driven by analytics, design thinking, mobile and social by developing new
products/services and integrating them into our client work. Through
innovative software as a service solutions, strategic acquisitions, and
a vibrant ecosystem of alliances, we are redefining what it means to work
with McKinsey.
Wave equips clients to successfully manage improvement programs and
transformations. Focused on business impact, Wave allows clients to track
the impact of individual initiatives and understand how they affect longer
term goals. Its mix of an intuitive interface and McKinsey business
expertise givens clients a simple and insightful picture of what can
otherwise be a complex process by allowing them to track the progress
and performance of initiatives against business goals, budget,
and timeframes.

You will be responsible for delivering added
value in our Solution Delivery team by
supporting our Managers in improving
existing processes, designing new work
flows where needed and suggesting new
ways of working.
You will leverage your advanced analytical
skills in using data manipulation tools to
design analytics processes that turn raw
data into meaningful insights.
You will have an active role to create
content centered around helping our clients
making better business decisions.

Are you interested? Please apply online
directly by May 6
https://www.mckinsey.com/careers/searchjobs/jobs/intern-wave-newventures-4021103002

